
..... there are water elementals – little brilliant, beautiful, magical
beings in the water themselves. there’s merlin. merlin, very real,
very much a part of reality right now. but humans have shut out
magic  in  their  lives,  because  it  doesn’t make  sense. it  doesn’t
make sense. it’s not in the patterns that you should be in. so it was
squeezed out a long time ago.  shut down so that everything could
be  in  its  nice  proper  order,  and  we  didn’t have  crazy  humans
seeing  little  energies  running  around,  seeing  little
invisible magical  energies.  they’re  an  essential  part  of  earth.
they’ve worked with gaia since the beginning of earth to sustain
life on this planet. they are still around. they are changing right
now also.  a  lot  of  the elementals,  the magical beings that  have
been here, now some of them are leaving. new ones are coming in.
they  don’t  necessarily  take  on  the  physical  qualities  that  you
would  have  in elves  and  leprechauns. these  are  real,  my  dear
friends.  these are  real.  these aren’t  just  fairytales for  little  kids.
they’re  very,  very  real. and  unfortunately,  with  the  loss  of
creativity, the loss of imagination on earth, they went along the
wayside also.  they were forgotten about. so what happens when
they’re ignored or when humans turn their back on them? they are
in compassion, so they turn their back and leave, because they’re
not wanted. but they wait.  they wait  for the right time, and it’s
right now. it’s time that magic come back to this earth. magic does
several  things.  it  opens  the  corridors  between  the
dimensions. these are dimensional beings, generally nonphysical,
magical  beings.  they  come now to  work with  humans  on earth
who are just for the joy of it – just for joy – creating the new earth,
just because you can. they are going to be in the air, in the earth, in
the water, all around you. they’re coming into your dream state –
if you allow them. they’re coming into your imagination – if you
use it. they’re not here to give you answers; they’re here to play.
they’re here to help you move into dimensions that you’ve never
gone into before,  to help you expand out of your mind. they’re
here to help balance the new energies, to keep the new energies
flowing, to keep them clear.'                                       'next' shoud 4


